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Abstract
To simultaneously estimate head counts and localize
heads with bounding boxes, a regression guided detection
network (RDNet) is proposed for RGB-D crowd counting.
Specifically, to improve the robustness of detection-based
approaches for small/tiny heads, we leverage density map to
improve the head/non-head classification in detection network where density map serves as the probability of a pixel
being a head. A depth-adaptive kernel that considers the
variances in head sizes is also introduced to generate highfidelity density map for more robust density map regression.
Further, a depth-aware anchor is designed for better initialization of anchor sizes in detection framework. Then we use
the bounding boxes whose sizes are estimated with depth
to train our RDNet. The existing RGB-D datasets are too
small and not suitable for performance evaluation on datadriven based approaches, we collect a large-scale RGB-D
crowd counting dataset. Experiments on both our RGBD dataset and the MICC RGB-D counting dataset show
that our method achieves the best performance for RGBD crowd counting and localization. Further, our method
can be readily extended to RGB image based crowd counting and achieves comparable performance on the ShanghaiTech Part B dataset for both counting and localization.

1. Introduction
Crowd counting is a task of estimating the number of
persons in images or surveillance videos, and it has drawn
a lot of attention in computer vision community due to its
potential applications in security-related scenarios. Almost
all previous works target at RGB image based crowd counting [37, 21, 25, 17] and achieve satisfactory performance
on this task. With the popularity of depth sensor, people
also propose to study RGB-D crowd counting [36, 1, 4] in
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surveillance scenarios. Compared with RGB image, depth
map provides additional information about the localization
of heads [5, 33]. In this paper, we propose to simultaneously
count and localize heads with RGB-D data.
Crowd counting methods can be roughly categorized
into regression-based approaches and detection-based approaches. Recent works have shown the success of
regression-based approaches [37, 18, 21, 25, 17] for density map estimation in crowd counting. However, a crucial
issue in these regression-based approaches is that the position of each head is not explicitly given, which restricts the
application of regression-based approaches in some related
video surveillance tasks, including pedestrian detection
[22], anomaly detection [16] and person re-identification
[23], etc.. In contrast, detection-based crowd counting approaches [29, 30, 31] can provide such head localization
information. However, detection-based approaches usually
encounter underestimation issues because of the low recall rate for small/tiny heads. Motivated by the success of
regression-based approaches as well as advantages of RGBD data for object detection [5, 33], we propose to leverage
density map for more robust detection-based crowd counting with RGB-D data. Next we will analyze the challenges
in detection-based approaches, and give our solutions by
leveraging RGB-D data.
Challenge 1: Underestimation. Underestimation,
which means the number of detected heads is much smaller
than the total number of heads (i.e. low recall), is a common problem in detection-based approaches. Especially
when the heads are small/tiny or occluded, detection-based
approaches usually fail to detect them [15]. However,
small/tiny heads are very common in real scenarios. For
example, about 23% of heads are smaller than 8×8 pixels
in ShanghaiTech Part B as shown in Figure 1 (a).
Our solution. We alleviate this underestimation problem from the following aspects: i) a density map provides
a prior about the probability of a pixel being a head. Existing work [37, 12] has shown that the effectiveness of density
map estimation for those small/tiny even occluded heads (as
shown in Figure 1 (c)), which motivates us to leverage den-
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sity map to facilitate the classification branch in detectionbased approaches. Thus we propose a regression guided detection network (RDNet) for crowd counting; ii) regression
methods would greatly benefit from high-fidelity groundtruth density map in training phase. However, ground-truth
density map is usually generated based on a Gaussian kernel
with a fixed bandwidth centered at each head without considering the changes of head sizes, whereas such changes
can be very significant even within each image, as shown in
Figure 1 (b). Obviously such density map generation is not
desirable. As depth helps the estimation of head sizes, we
propose a depth-adaptive kernel for Gaussian based groundtruth density map generation. Our depth-adaptive kernel
generates a high-quality density map for training a more robust regression network, which consequently boosts the performance of detection-based crowd counting; iii) RetinaNet
[14] is used for head detection in our paper. One reason for
RetinaNet failing to detect small heads is that the anchors
are set in higher layers, while for those small/tiny heads,
the anchor should be set in lower layers. Luckily, depth
provides a prior for estimating the size of heads, which is
helpful to determine in which layers we should set anchors
as well as the initialization of anchor sizes. We term the
strategy of leveraging depth for anchor sizes initialization
as depth-aware anchor.
Challenge 2: ground-truth annotation. Detectionbased approaches need the annotations of bounding boxes
for all heads, but the bounding box annotation is extremely
time-consuming compared with point annotation at head
center. Besides, occlusion is common in the crowded
scenes, such the annotation for those occluded heads with
bounding boxes is also much difficult.
Our solution. We propose to estimate size of a bounding box based on depth of the head center, and use the estimated bounding box as ground-truth to train our network.
As shown in Figure 1 (b), our estimated bounding boxes
can well locate heads. Experiments also show that our strategy achieves state-of-the-art performance for crowd counting and localization.
In view of the importance of RGB-D for detection-based
approaches, it is highly demanded to have a large-scale
RGB-D crowd counting dataset. However, existing RGBD dataset is too small [1] for data-driven approaches. Thus
we introduce a large-scale RGB-D dataset by capturing images from crowded scenes at different places. Our dataset
contains 2,193 images and 144,512 head counts in total. As
far as we know, it is the largest RGB-D dataset for crowd
counting. In our dataset, each head is annotated with a point
at head center, and the bounding box of each head is also
provided in test set to facilitate the evaluation of head detection.
Our main contributions are summarized as follows: i) we
propose a regression guided detection network (RDNet) for
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Figure 1. (a) shows the range of bounding boxes width in ShanghaiTech Part B training data (We generate these bounding boxes
with nearest neighbors.). (b) shows the estimated bounding boxes
using depth information. (c) is the density map.

RGB-D crowd counting and localization; ii) depth-adaptive
kernel and depth-aware anchor are designed to facilitate
density map generation in regression and anchor initialization in detection. We further leverage depth to estimate the
bounding box sizes of all heads and use them as the groundtruth to train RDNet; iii) we introduce a large-scale RGBD crowd counting dataset named ShanghaiTechRGBD for
performance evaluation, and such a dataset would accelerate the study of detection-based approaches for crowd
counting; iv) our method can be easily extended to RGB
image based crowd counting and localization. Extensive experiments validate the effectiveness of our method for both
RGB-D and RGB crowd counting.

2. Related Work
2.1. Detection-based Crowd Counting
Early detection-based approaches [20, 29, 30, 31, 11]
mainly rely on hand-crafted features, whose performance
usually decays seriously for those very crowded scenes
with occlusions. Recently, deep learning based approaches
have demonstrated their performance for object detection
[13, 14]. Thus people attempt to leverage these more advanced detection framework for crowd counting. One example is that Stewart et al. [28] proposed an end-to-end
people detector for crowded scenes. In very crowd scenes,
the head sizes can be extremely small, consequently bounding box annotations may be very difficult sometimes. Thus
the ground-truth for crowd counting is usually annotated
with a dot at head center, which restricts the exploration
of detection-based approaches for crowd counting. Furthermore, most previous objects detection methods cannot
well handle the small/tiny objects, which are common in
crowd counting. Thus the performance of detection-based
approaches are usually inferior to that of regression-based
approaches. In this paper, we will show that detection-based
approaches can also achieve comparable even better performance by leveraging RGB-D data.

2.2. Regression-based Crowd Counting
Regression-based approaches map an image to its density map where the integration is total number of heads.
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Recently, CNN based approaches [37, 18, 21, 25, 17] have
shown their advantages over hand-crafted features [10, 3] in
learning this nonlinear mapping. According to the change
of view angles as well as the change in density at different regions, many networks [37, 21, 25, 12] have been carefully designed and shown their good performance for crowd
counting, such as MCNN [37], switch-CNN [21], CSRNet
[12], etc. We refer readers to a survey paper [26] for more
details about CNN based crowd counting. Recently, Liu et
al. [15] also propose to take advantage of the results of detection for density map regression. In contrast, we leverage
regression to improve the detection for crowd counting, and
our solution can also provide the location information of
heads. To achieve this aim, Idrees et al. [7] also propose
to simultaneously solve counting, density map regression
and localization in recent work. Specifically, their method
estimates a binary localization map where head centers correspond to 1’s, and all the rest are 0’s, but its optimization
is not easy, and the estimated locations are coarse due to the
downsampling layer in CNN.

2.3. RGB-D Crowd Counting
Although the depth sensors are very popular, only a few
works focus on RGB-D crowd counting [32, 1, 36] due to
the lack of RGB-D crowd counting dataset. In these works,
the depth information was usually used to segment the foreground/background in RGB image or detect the position of
head directly. Bondi et al. [1] leveraged depth image to
help detect the position of head and a RGB-D dataset was
proposed in their work. Similarly, Zhang et al. [36] proposed an unsupervised water filling method to count people.
Song et al. [27] utilized the deep region proposal network
to perform head detection on the depth images collected by
an overhead vertical Kinect sensor. In [4], Fu et al. utilized RGB-D information and detected head-shoulder for
final crowd counting. However, there are only two RGB-D
datasets, and the amount of people is small in both datasets,
as shown in Table 1. In this paper, we introduce a largescale RGB-D dataset, and we leverage depth for designing anchors, generating more accurate ground-truth density
maps and estimating bounding boxes for detection-based
crowd counting.

3. Method
The overall network architecture of our regression
guided detection network (RDNet) for crowd counting is
shown in Figure 2. It contains two modules: a density map
regression module and a head detection module. In the density map regression module, depth-adaptive kernel is introduced to generate high-fidelity ground-truth density map.
In the detection module, we leverage a RetinaNet [14] for
detection in view of its advantages in both speed and performance. We feed the estimated density map to the classifica-

tion branch in the detection network to facilitate the classification of heads, meanwhile, the depth-aware anchor strategy is also proposed to initialize appropriate anchor, which
also helps the improvement of detection performance.

3.1. Density Map Regression Module
Density map regression module takes an image as input
and leverages CNN for density map estimation. The most
commonly used ground-truth density map generation strategy utilizes a Gaussian with fixed bandwidth for approximating the density map. Given a head with location xi , and
if the image contains N heads in total, then the density map
of this image can be written as:
D(x) =

N
X
i=1

δ(x − xi ) ∗ Gσ (x).

(1)

Gσ (x) is a 2D Gaussian kernel with fixed bandwidth σ.
Therefore, the crowd counting problem is converted to the
following problem: F : I(x) → D(x), which learns a
mapping from an image space I(x) to a density map space
D(x). Once the mapping function F is learnt, the density
map of any given image can be obtained and the integration
over the whole image is an estimation of total head counts.
A high-fidelity ground-truth density map is desired. Actually, the sizes of heads vary significantly, even for the
heads within an image, as shown in Figure 1 (b). Therefore, it is desirable to design different σ’s for different heads
other than using the same σ for all heads. Bounding box
annotation can provide such information, but it is timeconsuming than point annotation and it is also hard to annotate bounding boxes for those tiny or occluded heads. In
[37], a distance based strategy is used to determine σ for
each head, which sets σ linearly proportional to distance between the target head and its nearest neighbors. Such strategy works well for those very crowd areas, while it fails in
the areas where people are very sparse. Considering that
depth provides information of head sizes within an image
under the assumption that all heads are of the same sizes
in the real world, we propose a depth-adaptive kernel for
density map generation.
As shown in Figure 3, the projection radius of a human
head in practice and head in an image are R and r, respectively. f is the focal length of the camera, and d is the depth
of head 1 . Because the distance between head and the camera is much larger than the radius of head, we can approximate the diameter of head as 2R shown in the Figure 3.
According to the camera projection and triangle similarity,
we have the following equations:
r
f
s2
=
=
R
s1
d

(2)

1 Here, we use a stereo camera and we assume the head radius R is the
same. In fact, the height of the camera can slightly impact R. The specific
formulation can refer to [6].
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Figure 3. The relationship between the radii of human head in
practice and head in image.

and

Rf
γ
=β .
(3)
d
d
Here we let bandwidth σ in Gaussian based density map
be proportional with the radius of head in image. We can
see that σ is inversely proportional with its depth d for a
given head. We generate the density map according to the
depths of different head centers and denote such density as
the depth-adaptive density map. Specifically, we replace
Gσ (x) in Eq. (1) with a depth-adaptive Gaussian kernel
Gσ(d) (x) and get depth-adaptive density map DA (x).
σ = βr = β

DA (x) =

N
X
i=1

δ(x − xi ) ∗ Gσ(di ) (x).

(4)

Here di corresponds to depth of xi , and σ(di ) = β dγi . With
depth-adaptive density map generation, we employ a CSRNet B [12] (dilation rate = 2) as our regression module in
light of its state-of-the-art performance for crowd counting.

Our detection network is based on a RetinaNet [14] because of its advantages in speed and accuracy. Specifically,
RetinaNet is based on a feature pyramid network (FPN) and
it contains multi-scale encoding and decoding layers. For
each decoding layer, it takes features from corresponding
encoding layers as well as outputs from its previous decoding layers as inputs. The detection is conducted on every
scale feature map, which includes a class subnet for classifying and a box subnet for regressing bounding boxes.
However, RetinaNet cannot be directly applied for head
counting because it fails to detect small/tiny heads, meanwhile crowd counting is only with point based ground-truth
annotations rather than bounding boxes. Thus we propose
to use estimated density map from regression module and
depth-aware anchor to improve the robustness of RetinaNet
for small/tiny heads detection and use depth to generate
bounding boxes for training RetinaNet.
Density map guided classification. RetinaNet fails to
detect those small/tiny heads because the class subnet fails
to classify those anchor boxes as positive. However, such
class subnet would benefit from density map. Density map
shows the distribution of heads, and its value at each pixel
is related to the probability of the pixel being a head. Therefore we propose to feed the estimated density map into the
detection network to boost the performance of small/tiny
heads. RetinaNet detects heads of different scales at different decoding layers. The lower layers respond to the detection of smaller heads, and higher layers respond to the
detection of larger heads. We thus propose to mask density
map based on the depth map. Specifically, for a given decoding layer l (l=1,. . . ,L), suppose the sizes of heads to be
detected in this layer is between [r1 , r2 ], based on Eq. 3,
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we can estimate the depth of the heads d ∈ [ rγ2 , rγ1 ]. Then
we generate a binarization matrix M ∈ B L×Hd ×Wd based
on depth map, where Hd and Wd are the height and width
of generated density map, respectively. In binarization, the
depth map is downsampled to the same size as the density
map. For each channel l in M , the values of pixels with
larger or smaller corresponding depth are set to 0’s, and the
values of pixels within the range are 1’s. We denote this binary mask as Ml , and use it to mask our estimated density
map:
DlA = DA ⊙ Ml
(5)

A
is the ground-truth depth-adaptive
training images. The DK
density map and EK is the density map estimated by the
regression module. The LR (Θ) is the loss between the estimated density map and the ground-truth density map.
For detection module, detection loss consists of classification loss and bounding box regression loss as follows:

LD = Lcls + λLreg
where
Lreg (p) =

DlA

where ⊙ means the element-wise multiplication, and
is
the masked density map corresponding to lth layer. Then
we simply concatenate this masked density map with features Fl from the lth decoding layers to help heads/nonheads classification (as shown in Figure 2). In the specific
implementation, we choose L = 5, which means extracting
5 scale feature maps for classification and regression.
Depth-aware anchor. One reason for the general detector failing to detect small/tiny heads directly is that the
anchors are set in higher layers, while for those small/tiny
heads, the anchor should be set in lower layers. With depth
information, we can get a prior for estimating the size of
heads, which is helpful to determine which layer we should
set anchors as well as the initialization of anchor sizes. We
term the strategy of leveraging depth for anchor initialization as depth-aware anchor. Our depth-aware anchor not
only reduces the search space [35], as well as facilitates the
initialization of anchor sizes. We follow the Eq. 3 to generγ
, where (m, n) is the
ate depth anchor: H(m, n) = d(m,n)
index of height and width in depth-aware anchor map, and
d(m, n) is the corresponding depth at this location.
Generation of bounding box for training. Define
bounding boxes set B = {b1 , ..., bN } for N heads. According to the Eq. 3, we can estimate width wi of bi as follows:
γ
wi =
, where we assume that γ is the same for all imdi
ages 2 . We set the bounding boxes as squares (wi = hi ). For
those position with invalid depth value, we employ nearest
neighbor to generate bounding box according to [37].

3.3. Loss Function
For regression module, we adopt the Euclidean distance
to measure the distance between the estimated density map
and the ground-truth. The loss function can be defined as:
M

LR (Θ) =

1 X
Ek (Ik ; Θ) − DkA
2M

2
2

(6)

k=1

where Θ are the CNN model parameters to be learned. The
Ik is the k-th training image and M is the total number of
2 Actually γ is slightly related to angle and height of the camera, here
we just ignore their effect.

(7)



0.5(p)2 ,
|p| − 0.5,

if |p| ≤ 1
otherwise

(8)

and λ is the weight to balance classification loss and bounding box regression loss. We firstly optimize the regression
module according to the Eq. 7, and train the detection module. Finally we fine-tune the whole network.
We implement our proposed method with the PyTorch
1
[19] framework. We empirically choose λ = , γ = 5 in
9
our implementation. The size of input image is 540 × 960
for efficiency. We conduct our experiments on NVIDIA Titan X Maxwell GPU with batch size 4 and learning rate
10−4 , respectively. We train and test on each dataset independently and Adam [9] optimizer is employed. Following
RetinaNet [14], we only randomly flip images horizontally
for data augmentation.

4. Experiments
4.1. Evaluation Metrics
We follow the standard evaluation metrics for crowd
counting evaluation [37, 21]: mean absolute error (MAE)
and mean square error (MSE).
M

MAE =

1 X
Nj − N̂j ,
M j=1

v
u
M 
2
u 1 X
t
MSE =
Nj − N̂j
M j=1

(9)

(10)

where M is the number of the test images, Nj and N̂j represent ground-truth and estimated number of heads in the j th
test image, respectively. The estimated number of heads N̂j
is the total number of all the detection bounding boxes.
In addition, to evaluate the detection performance of RDNet, we manually label the bounding boxes in the test set of
our RGB-D dataset as ground-truth. We follow the standard binary Average Precision (AP) calculation method and
classify a sample as positive one if IOU > 0.5 between the
bounding boxes of ground-truth and prediction. For those
images only with point annotations, we evaluate the localization performance and calculate Average Precision (AP)
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Table 1. Comparisons of ShanghaiTechRGBD with some existing datasets: Num is the number of images; Max is the maximal crowd
count within one image; Min is the minimal crowd count; Ave is the average crowd count; Total is total number of labeled heads.

Dataset
Dataset 1
CBSR [36]
Dataset 2
MICC [1]
ShanghaiTechRGBD

Resolution
240 × 320
240 × 320
480 × 640
1080 × 1920

Num
2834
1500
3358
2193

Max
7
7
11
234

Min
0
0
0
6

Ave
1.6
1
5.32
65.9

Total
4,541
1,553
17,630
144,512

Modality
Depth
RGB + depth
RGB + depth
RGB + depth

according to [7]. Following [7], we classify whether a predicted head point is positive example or not based on the
following criteria:

Prediction =



Positive,
Negative,

if dist ≤ θ
otherwise

(11)
Figure 4. Some images on the ShanghaiTechRGBD dataset.

where dist is the distance between the predicted head point
and ground-truth. We calculate AP by varying the threshold
θ. In order to distinguish between AP for detection and AP
for localization, we denote AP for detection as AP det, and
AP for localization as AP loc.

4.2. Evaluations on RGB-D Crowd Counting
Datasets
4.2.1

Datasets

ShanghaiTechRGBD. To facilitate the performance evaluation of data-driven approaches for crowd counting, we
introduce a large-scale RGB-D dataset named ShanghaiTechRGBD that contains 2,193 images with 144,512 annotated head counts. The images in ShanghaiTechRGBD
are captured by a stereo camera (ZED3 ) whose valid depth
ranges from 0 to 20 meters. The scenes in our dataset include busy streets of metropolitan areas and crowded public
parks. The lighting condition ranges from very bright to
very dark in different scenarios. Some representative images in ShanghaiTechRGBD are shown in Figure 4. The
histograms of crowd counts and the statistics of heads with
different depth in ShanghaiTechRGBD are shown in Figure 5. We also compare ShanghaiTechRGBD with other
RGB-D crowd counting datasets in Table 1, and we can see
that ShanghaiTechRGBD is the most challenging RGB-D
crowd counting dataset in terms of the number of images
and heads. We randomly choose 1,193 images as training
set and use the remaining as test set.
The MICC dataset. The MICC dataset is introduced by
[1]. It is acquired by a surveillance camera in indoor
scenes. There are three video sequences in the MICC
dataset: FLOW, QUEUE and GROUPS. In the FLOW sequence, people walk from one point to another, while in
the QUEUE sequence, people move slowly in line. In the
GROUPS sequence, people do not move out of a controlled
3 https://www.stereolabs.com/

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. (a) Statistics histogram of ShanghaiTechRGBD. (b)
Depth distribution (values over 20 m are invalid.).

area. It should be noticed that the participants are of the
same for these three sequences. There are 3,542 head counts
in 1,260 frames in FLOW sequence, 5,031 head counts in
918 frames in QUEUE sequence and 9,057 head counts in
1,180 frames. The ground-truths are annotated with bounding boxes. Previous work [1] leverages unsupervised learning on MICC. Here we use 20% images of each scene in
this dataset as training set and use the remaining as test set.
4.2.2

Performance Comparison

To evaluate the effectiveness of our method, we conduct experiments on the ShanghaiTechRGBD dataset and MICC
dataset with some state-of-the-art methods. i) MCNN [37].
MCNN leverages a multi-column convolution network with
kernels of different sizes to count heads with different sizes;
ii) MCNN-adaptive. We replace the density map generated
by Gaussian with fixed bandwidth with our depth-adaptive
kernel in MCNN; iii) CSRNet [12]. CSRNet leverages a
dilated CNN to expand the reception field. It achieves the
state-of-the-art performance on many datasets; iv) CSRNetadaptive: We replace the density map generated by Gaussian with fixed bandwidth with our depth-adaptive kernel
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Figure 6. The detection results of RDNet on ShanghaiTechRGBD, MICC and ShanghaiTech Part B are from left to right, respectively.
More detection results and failure cases are shown in supplementary material.

in CSRNet; v) DecideNet (DetNet) [15]. DecideNet leverages the results of detection for density map estimation;
vi) Idrees et al. [8]. Idrees et al. design the compositional loss to estimate density map, localization map and
head counts; vii) RetinaNet. Here, we use the estimated
bounding boxes with depth information to train the RetinaNet; viii) RetinaNet∗ . As comparison, we also use the
bounding boxes of the fixed size to train the RetinaNet, and
the size is fixed as average sizes of all estimated bounding
boxes with depth information.

Table 3. Performance evaluations on the MICC dataset.

Methods
MCNN [37]
MCNN-adaptive
CSRNet [12]
CSRNet-adaptive
RetinaNet [14]
DecideNet (DetNet) [15]
Idrees et al. [8]
RDNet

MAE
1.500
1.489
1.359
1.343
1.641
1.541
1.396
1.380

MSE
2.259
2.114
2.125
2.007
2.554
2.382
2.642
2.551

AP det
0.476
0.481
0.505

Table 2. Performance evaluations on ShanghaiTechRGBD.

Methods
MCNN [37]
MCNN-adaptive
CSRNet [12]
CSRNet-adaptive
RetinaNet [14]
RetinaNet∗ [14]
DecideNet (DetNet) [15]
Idrees et al. [8]
RDNet

MAE
7.56
7.14
5.11
4.91
10.25
21.84
9.74
7.32
4.96

MSE
10.92
9.99
7.34
7.11
14.56
36.19
13.14
10.48
7.22

AP det
0.356
0.136
0.383
0.610

The performance of different methods are shown in Table 2 and Table 3. We can see that our RDNet achieves the
best performance compared with detection-based methods
and comparable performance compared with regressionbased methods. Further, we have the following observations: i) depth-adaptive kernel always outperforms Gaussian kernel with fixed bandwidth for all regression-based
approaches, which validates its effectiveness for groundtruth generation; ii) the results of RetinaNet are not satis-

factory because of the underestimation problem, as shown
in Figure 7. While with the help of density map and depthaware anchor, our method greatly improves head counting,
especially for those small/tiny heads; iii) the improvement
of RetinaNet over RetinaNet∗ validates the effectiveness of
our bounding box estimation strategy for training RDNet.
To evaluate the accuracy of localization, we compare our
method with Idrees et al. [8] in terms of AP loc metric
in Figure 8. We can see that our method always achieves
better AP loc than Idrees et al. in the three datasets, which
validates the effectiveness of our method for localization.

4.3. Ablation Studies
To understand the effectiveness of different modules in
our RDNet, we conduct ablation studies, as shown in Table
4. It is worth noting that our method is a detection-based
method. As shown in the last three rows in Table 4, depthadaptive kernel (DAK) and depth-aware anchor (DAA) help
detect and count heads. Meanwhile, the first two rows in
Table 4 show the effectiveness of DAK for the regression-
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Our regression module

RetinaNet

Our detection module

Figure 7. From left to right: the detection results from RetinaNet
on ShanghaiTechRGBD. The density map regression results from
our regression module. The detection results from our RDNet. We
can find our method can detect small/tiny heads than RetinaNet.
Our dataset
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(a)

the training phase due to the lack of bounding box annotations and depth, the performance can be further improved
if the bounding box are provided. We choose CSRNet [12]
as regression module, the improvement of our method over
CSRNet validates the effectiveness regression guided detection strategy. Further, by comparing the performance of improvement of SANet over CSRNet (2.2 MAE), and the improvement of our method over CSRNet (about 1.8 in terms
of MAE), we can see that our model would probably benefit
from better regression module, such as SANet.
We also compare our method with Idrees et al. [8] in
terms of localization metric AP loc, and show the results in
Figure 8 (c). Our method achieves higher localization precision. Some bounding boxes prediction results are shown in
Figure 6. We can see that our method can locate the heads
accurately, even for those small ones.

10

20

30

Table 5. Evaluation results on the ShanghaiTech Part B dataset.

Methods
Zhang et al. [34]
MCNN [37]
Cascaded-MTL [24]
Switch-CNN [21]
CP-CNN [25]
SANet [2]
DecideNet (DetNet) [15]
Idrees et al. [8]
CSRNet [12]
Ours

Distance threshold

(b)

(c)

Figure 8. (a), (b), (c) are AP loc comparisons on our RGB-D
dataset, MICC and ShanghaiTech Part B, respectively.

based method, where DAA is not applicable. The DAK improves the performance of regression-based crowd counting, and the DAA facilitates the detection.
Table 4. Ablation studies on our dataset (DAA: depth-aware anchor; DAK: depth-adaptive kernel.).

Reg
Det
Our

DAK
×
√
×
×
√

DAA
N/A
N/A
×
√
√

MAE
5.11
4.91
5.64
5.31
4.96

MSE
7.34
7.11
8.04
7.54
7.22

AP det
N/A
N/A
0.593
0.604
0.610

4.4. Evaluation on RGB Crowd Counting Dataset
Our RDNet can be easily extended to RGB image crowd
counting by removing the depth-aware anchor and depthadaptive kernel. Since there is no depth, we only simply
feed the density map in layer one without masking into the
class subnet. We evaluate the performance of RDNet on
ShanghaiTech Part B [37] for RGB based crowd counting.
Similar to our dataset, ShanghaiTech Part B is also a dataset
with surveillance view. Here, we use the bounding boxes
estimated by nearest neighbors strategy [37] as ground-truth
to train RDNet due to the lack of depth.
We compare our method with other state-of-the-art
methods on ShanghaiTech Part B in Table 5. We can see
that our method achieves the comparable performance with
some regression-based methods. It is worth noting that we
only use coarse bounding boxes of heads as supervision in

MAE
32.0
26.4
20.0
21.6
20.1
8.4
44.90
15.5
10.6
8.8

MSE
49.8
41.3
31.1
33.4
30.1
13.6
73.18
24.9
16.0
15.3

5. Conclusion
A regression guided detection network (RDNet) is proposed for RGB-D crowd counting and localization, which
leverages a density map to boost the performance of detection for crowd counting. With the help of depth, i) a depth
adaptive kernel is designed, which generates high-fidelity
ground-truth density map and facilitates the regressionbased crowd counting; ii) a depth-aware anchor is designed.
Our depth-aware anchor facilitates the anchor initialization, and improves the detection of small heads; iii) even
with point annotations, we can still use depth to estimate
the sizes of bounding boxes, which shows their effectiveness for training RDNet. We further collect the large-scale
ShanghaiTechRGBD crowd counting dataset for performance evaluation. Experiments on our dataset and MICC
show that our method achieves the best performance for
RGB-D crowd counting. Further, our method can be extended to RGB crowd counting and achieves comparable
performance on the ShanghaiTech Part B dataset.
Acknowledgement. We want to thank Desen Zhou,
Yingying Zhang, Siqin Chen for their help in collecting
data.
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